
 

Brainwave Deck Bicycle - Supreme Line - Rot - Zaubertrick

Here is an Brainwave deck for true professionals! In fact with the Supreme Line,
the cards will look more natural, compared to traditional Brainwave Decks. 

 A spectator thinks freely of a card and names it. Incredibly it will be the only face
up card in the performer's deck. But that's not all, as the thought of card will also
be the only one with a differently colored back!

This is an improved version in many respects compared to the traditional
Brainwave deck, in fact:

1. Thanks to the use of the Bicycle Supreme Line cards that are slightly thinner
than the normal Bicycles, it was possible to form a deck of 56 cards instead of
the 52 used in traditional decks, making the deck look more natural. Spreading
the cards in your hands or in a ribbon on the table, in traditional decks Brainwave
decks only 26 cards are visible while in this one you will see 30, and this
contributes to making the deck look normal.
2. If the spectators choose a card that is on top or on the bottom of the deck, with
this version their card will never be the first or the last. but will be found in a more
"natural" position, that is, third from the top or bottom.
3. Any card chosen by the spectators can be taken out from a case of the correct
color (the case can be both blue and red!).
4.  The deck holder called "Deck Protector Pro" used in the video is not included
and can be purchased separately. While not necessary (you can use a simple
envelope, or even keep the deck simply in your pocket), it is a perfect companion
for the Brainwave Supreme Line. In fact, from the holder, in the simple opening
action, you can take out a red case (with red cards inside), or a blue case (with
blue cards inside).
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